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Abstract
Aim: Reproductive output features prominently in many trait databases, but the metrics describing it vary and are often untethered to temporal and volumetric dimensions
(e.g., fecundity per bout). The use of such ambiguous reproductive measures to make
broad-scale comparisons across taxonomic groups will be meaningful only if they
show a 1:1 relationship with a reproductive measure that explicitly includes both a
volumetric and a temporal component (i.e., reproductive mass per year). We sought to
map the prevalence of ambiguous and explicit reproductive measures across taxa and
to explore their relationships with one another to determine the cross-compatibility
and utility of reproductive metrics in trait databases.
Location: Global.
Time period: 1990–2021.
Major taxa studied: We searched for reproductive measures across all Metazoa
and identified 19,785 vertebrate species (Chordata), and 440 invertebrate species
(Arthropoda, Cnidaria or Mollusca).
Methods: We included 37 databases, from which we summarized the commonality of
reproductive metrics across taxonomic groups. We also quantified scaling relationships between ambiguous reproductive traits (fecundity per bout, fecundity per year
and reproductive mass per bout) and an explicit measure (reproductive mass per year)
to assess their cross-compatibility.
Results: Most species were missing at least one temporal or volumetric dimension of
reproductive output, such that reproductive mass per year could be reconstructed for
only 4,786 vertebrate species. Ambiguous reproductive measures were poor predictors of reproductive mass per year; in no instance did these measures scale at 1:1.
Main conclusions: Ambiguous measures systematically misestimate reproductive
mass per year. Until more data are collected, we suggest that researchers should use
the clade-specific scaling relationships provided here to convert ambiguous reproductive measures to reproductive mass per year.
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I NTRO D U C TI O N

Although the above examples demonstrate inconsistencies in
volumetric measurements of reproduction, variation in tempo-

Online databases of biological traits have proliferated - in the Open

ral dimensions of reproduction also exists. Some species produce

Traits Network (https://opentraits.org/), 35 of the reported 49 da-

only one clutch per reproductive season, whereas others reproduce

tabases have been published since 2015. The compilation of such

almost every day (Healy et al., 2019; Marshall et al., 2021). Many

data has been a tremendous effort and has helped synthesize infor-

studies report reproduction as fecundity per bout, but far fewer re-

mation for a wider breadth of researchers, while also unlocking new,

port the number of bouts per unit time (Healy et al., 2019; Marshall

broad-scale questions. For example, PanTHERIA (Jones et al., 2009),

et al., 2021; Meiri et al., 2012). Overall, the scope for making mean-

a database composed of >5,000 mammal species, has played a key

ingful comparisons of reproduction across clades depends on consis-

role in the identification of new patterns of biodiversity (Newbold

tency in the dimensionality of metrics reported. Yet the prevalence

et al., 2015), extinction risk (Fritz et al., 2009) and animal movement

of these issues across animal trait databases remains unclear, as do

(Tucker et al., 2018). Likewise, a 30-year-old fish database, FishBase

their consequences for broad-scale comparisons.

(Froese & Pauly, 2021), has provided access to a host of fundamen-

For simplicity, we can classify reproductive measures into two

tal and applied questions that were previously inaccessible. We are

broad groups: “ambiguous reproductive measures” are those unteth-

eager advocates for, and frequent users of, biological databases

ered from temporal and volumetric dimensions (e.g. fecundity per

(Barneche et al., 2018; White et al., 2019, 2021), but as these da-

bout); or those that include one dimension, but not the other (for

tabases grow, so do the potential challenges and risks of using

a full list, see Table 1). In contrast, “explicit reproductive measures”

them (Mills et al., 2015; Salguero-Gómez et al., 2021; Wilkinson

must be anchored in both mass and time - thus, reproductive mass

et al., 2016).

per year is the only reproductive trait that is truly explicit (Table 1).

Reproduction features prominently in many trait databases and

Reproductive mass per year requires much more information: off-

is important for understanding short-term population dynamics, per-

spring have to be weighed and counted, and reproduction needs to

sistence, fitness and invasiveness (Jelbert et al., 2019; Kokko, 2021).

be assessed for an entire reproductive season or lifetime (Figure 1a).

Yet the metrics used to describe reproduction are variable and show

Consequently, we suspect that few compilations will include repro-

taxonomic idiosyncrasies; even those working in the same field and

ductive mass per year, although this metric is both the most biologi-

on similar taxa use different metrics. For example, reproduction in

cally meaningful, because it captures a rate of resource investment,

birds is often described using clutch size (i.e., fecundity per bout;

and comparable, because it allows comparisons among divergent

Myhrvold et al., 2015), whereas mammal reproduction is often

clades with very different life histories (e.g., Ernest et al., 2003;

described using total litter mass (i.e., reproductive mass per bout;

Hatton et al., 2019).

Blueweiss et al., 1978). Nonetheless, many analyses seek to under-

Ambiguous reproductive measures can still be used to make

stand how reproduction varies across clades and life histories, and

direct comparisons of reproduction across species if their rela-

for such comparisons to be made, a common currency is essential.

tionship with reproductive mass per year is 1:1 - in other words,

For example, studies that mix total brood mass and offspring number

positively isometric. However, ambiguous reproductive mea-

will not be comparable if individual offspring mass also shows signif-

sures will provide reliable estimates of the explicit reproduc-

icant variation among species, which it does (reviewed by Marshall

tive measure only in a very restrictive set of conditions: if the

et al., 2018).

underlying ambiguous components that make up reproductive

Trait

Description

Dimensions

Offspring size

Size of offspring [mass (in grams) or length (in
millimetres)]

Ambiguous

Reproductive frequency

Number of times an adult reproduces
throughout a year (i.e., number of
reproductive events per year)

Ambiguous

Fecundity per bout

Total number of all offspring produced during
a single reproductive event

Ambiguous

Fecundity per year

Total number of all offspring produced during
a year

Ambiguous

Reproductive mass per bout

Total mass of all offspring produced during a
single reproductive event (in grams)

Ambiguous

Reproductive mass per year

Total mass of all offspring produced during a
year (in grams per year)

Explicit

Note: The fecundity per year was calculated from the fecundity per day for 81 arthropods
(exclusively Hymenopterans) (Jervis & Ferns, 2011).

TA B L E 1 Reproductive traits
identified in our systematic map, with
their descriptions and whether they
are ambiguous or explicit measures of
reproductive output
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F I G U R E 1 (a) Reproductive mass per year (in grams per year) is a combination of fecundity per bout (as number of offspring per event),
offspring mass (in grams) and reproductive frequency (as reproductive events per year) (black outline). Reproductive traits used to calculate
fecundity per year (as number of offspring per year) and reproductive mass per bout (in grams per bout) indirectly are shown in orange
and purple, respectively. (b) Scaling relationships between the ambiguous reproductive traits that comprise reproductive mass per year:
Fecundity per bout and reproductive frequency (bRF; left panel); and fecundity per bout and offspring mass (bOM; middle panel). The values
of bRF and bOM will yield the scaling relationship between fecundity per bout and reproductive mass per year (bRMY ) via the equation
bRMY = bRF + bOM + 1 (right panel). Accordingly, bRMY = 1 under the restrictive circumstances of both bRF and bOM = 0 (blue line) or bRF and
bOM are the perfect inverse of each other (e.g., bRF = −0.75 and bOM = +0.75; not shown). Any other combinations of bRF or bOM will result
in bRMY ≠ 1, as demonstrated in panel (b), where bRMY > 1 when bRF > 0 and bOM = 0 (dashed grey line). Note that other values of bRMY are
plausible and depend on bRF and bOM
mass per year do not covary with one another (Figure 1, blue

temporally and volumetrically ambiguous reproductive measures

line). For example, if fecundity per bout shows no covariance

are synonymous to an explicit one - that is, reproductive mass

with offspring mass or reproductive frequency, positive isom-

per year - so that reproductive effort can be compared properly

etry will occur between fecundity per bout and reproductive

across broad taxonomic clades.

mass per year (Figure 1b, blue line). But such covariances be-

Here, we used a systematic map, a transparent process to col-

tween reproductive traits are well documented among species:

late and describe existing data (James et al., 2016), to identify animal

species that produce many offspring per bout often produce

databases or compilations that report reproductive traits. Our pri-

relatively smaller offspring (Burger et al., 2019; Lack, 1947;

mary goals were: (1) to determine the commonality of reproductive

Thorson, 1950), whereas species with lower reproductive out-

metrics used across major animal groups; and (2) to asses how well

puts per bout tend to reproduce more often in any one season

ambiguous reproductive measures approximated reproductive mass

(Marshall et al., 2021). Thus, comparisons of reproductive out-

per year. Our intention was to inform the future collection and com-

put that lack volumetric and/or temporal dimensions are likely

pilation of reproductive traits to enable researchers to make broader

to be an inaccurate depiction of reproductive effort. We note,

taxonomic comparisons of reproductive output.

however, that in instances where relationships deviate from
isometry, ambiguous traits might provide appropriate proxies for
reproductive mass per year if, and only if, the nonlinear scaling

2
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relationships between these variables are known (Figure 1b, grey
line). Nonetheless, explorations of such scaling relationships are

We followed the guidelines of the systematic mapping methodol-

entirely lacking. A necessary step is to assess formally whether

ogy (James et al., 2016) to determine what reproductive traits are

4
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provided in animal databases and to quantify their relationships with

to account properly for phylogeny; only one database did not meet

one another.

this criterion (Sarremejane et al., 2020).
To identify the eligible databases returned by our literature

2.1 | Review team

searches (as previously described), we sorted the titles by “relevance” and screened titles and abstracts of the first 500 hits of
each phylum-specific search term. If studies appeared to match the

One primary reviewer and three stakeholders set the scope and

inclusion criteria, they were marked and uploaded into the Rayyan

question of the systematic map; set the inclusion and exclusion crite-

Systematic Reviews web application (Ouzzani et al., 2016), where

ria; aided in including or excluding databases; and helped to describe

each study and its associated database was reviewed fully. In total,

the findings (James et al., 2016).

3,410 titles and abstracts were reviewed in Web of Science, and 240
studies were reviewed fully. Studies were sorted into two groups,

2.2 | Scoping and searching

“include” or “exclude”, fully assessing them after; a list of assessed
articles can be found in the data archived with Dryad and online
supplemental data. Screening and eligibility assessments reduced

We searched the literature from 2020 to 2021; we conducted the

the number of eligible databases to 42 (Supporting Information

final search in October 2021. Initially, to identify literature to screen,

Figure S1).

we trialled a combination of search terms (Supporting Information
Table S1) in the publication database, Web of Science. After trialing
16 search terms, we selected the search term “(phylum) AND (life

2.4 | Coding

history* OR trait) AND (database* OR compil*) NOT (plant*)”, where
phylum was substituted each search with each metazoan phylum (for

We coded 42 databases into Microsoft Excel (v.16.46), noting: (1)

full list of search terms, see Supporting Information Table S1). These

reference information, (2) species information, and (3) trait data.

search terms resulted in a total of 28,028 hits.

For each species in each online database, we coded the species
name and the following reproductive traits (when available): adult

2.3 | Screening

body size (mass or length); fecundity measure (fecundity per bout,
fecundity per time, reproductive mass per bout or reproductive
mass per time); offspring size (mass or length); and reproductive

We established inclusion and exclusion criteria before the search-

frequency (number of reproductive events per time) (Table 1). We

ing phase to limit any biases introduced by the primary reviewer

also extracted the numerical values for each trait to explore rela-

(Supporting Information Table S2). The main inclusion criteria were

tionships between ambiguous and explicit reproductive measures.

that databases must have listed continuous, numerical values of adult

When not reported directly, we used different reproductive trait

body size (mass or length) and either fecundity (total number of off-

combinations to calculate unreported reproductive traits. For ex-

spring per bout or total number of offspring per time) or reproductive

ample, fecundity as a rate (i.e., fecundity per time) was calculated

mass (total offspring mass per bout or total offspring mass per time);

by multiplying fecundity per bout and reproductive frequency

see Table 1 for a description of all reproductive traits identified by

(Figure 1a). Note that “per time” can refer to “per year” or “per day”,

our systematic map. Databases that did not include adult size were

but can be converted easily into a common currency. We converted

excluded, given that body size is a major driver of reproductive out-

all measures of fecundity per time and reproductive mass per time

put and should be accounted for when making comparisons across

to a yearly rate, and we refer to these hereafter as fecundity per

taxa (Barneche et al., 2018; Ernest et al., 2003; Hatton et al., 2019;

year or reproductive mass per year, respectively, unless specified

Healy et al., 2019; Nørgaard et al., 2021). Additionally, we collected

otherwise (Table 1). Additionally, only offspring mass (and not off-

offspring mass to calculate reproductive mass when direct meas-

spring length) was used to calculate reproductive mass (per bout

urements were unavailable. Offspring length was also collected to

and per year), because we wished to minimize error that can occur

assess how well it approximated offspring mass (described below).

from using length-to-mass conversions that are not species spe-

Although we recognize offspring size as an important component of

cific (Feldman & Meiri, 2013; Froese & Pauly, 2021; Meiri, 2010;

reproductive investment, we did not include databases that included

Neuheimer et al., 2015).

only offspring size, because such data provide no indication of re-

After recording the observations contained within all eligible

productive output in the absence of fecundity; only one study was

databases into a single Excel file, we used RStudio (v.1.4.1106; R

excluded for not meeting this criterion (Neuheimer et al., 2015). We

Core Team, 2018) and “tidyverse” packages (v.1.3.1) (Wickham

excluded categorical traits that were reported as a range of values

et al., 2019) to summarize and combine duplicate species obser-

(e.g., fecundity: 50–500), and only three databases reported traits

vations. In some instances, multiple sources are listed for each

in this way (Dziock et al., 2011; Faulwetter et al., 2014; Salguero-

species because one trait might have been identified in one da-

Gómez et al., 2016). We also excluded data that were missing taxo-

tabase, but not another; that is, traits reported with multiple di-

nomic information, because comparative analyses would not be able

mensions (e.g., fecundity per bout and fecundity per year) for the

|
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same species could have originated from different sources. When

coefficients that had the same structure: log10 (offspring mass) = b

we found that the same species had duplicate trait observations

× log10 (offspring length) + log10 (a), where b is the slope of the re-

across multiple databases (e.g., fecundity per bout was reported

lationship between offspring mass and length, and log10 (a) is the

twice for the same species), we defaulted to the oldest database

y-intercept. Note that we had data to assess the relationship be-

and removed duplicate observations from the more recent data-

tween offspring length and mass for only three vertebrate classes:

base(s). We omitted duplicate observations to avoid biases in our

Aves, Mammalia and Reptilia.

assessment of the commonality of reproductive measures, given
that species from well-represented taxa were found across multiple databases (Supporting Information Table S3). However, if users
are interested in combining multiple trait estimates (e.g., to obtain

2.7 | Exploring relationships between reproductive
traits across phylogeny

mean trait values for these species), they can refer to the original
databases in the Appendix 1 and to our Supporting Information

We used linear regression to assess whether ambiguous repro-

(Table S3). After duplicate species were removed, our final data-

ductive traits were good approximates of reproductive mass per

base included observations of reproductive traits for 20,225 spe-

year. All class-specific models had the same structure: log10 (Y) = b

cies from 37 studies (Appendix 1; Supporting Information Figure

× log10 (X) + log10 (a), where X represents ambiguous reproductive

S1).

traits (fecundity per bout, fecundity per year and reproductive mass

We used the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF)

per bout), Y represents reproductive mass per year, b is the slope

database within the “taxize” R package (v.0.9.99; Chamberlain &

of the relationship between reproductive traits, and log10 (a) is the

Szöcs, 2013) to resolve species names and identify the upstream

y-intercept. Ambiguous reproductive traits are synonymous with re-

phylogenetic nomenclature of all species included in our systematic

productive mass per year only when their relationship is positively

map. We then checked the taxonomic information for obvious errors

isometric [Figure 1b, blue line; i.e., the slope (b) of the relationship is

(e.g., phyla that were not Metazoa), and we used the “sample” func-

one, and the y-intercept coefficient (a) is zero]. When the relation-

tion in base R to generate a random sample of 100 species to verify

ship deviates from perfect isometry (i.e., b ≠ 1 or a ≠ 0), ambiguous

the accuracy of the taxonomic nomenclature (see data archived with

measures will misestimate reproductive mass per year (Figure 1b,

Dryad). One hundred per cent of randomly sampled species had ac-

grey line). We used Wald tests to determine whether class-specific

curate “phylum” and “class” nomenclature, hence no further checks

coefficients for slopes (b) and y-intercepts (a) deviated from one and

of taxonomy were made.

zero, respectively (p < .05).
Reproductive measures used to fit these regression models

2.5 | Determining the comparability of
reproductive output across taxa

were obtained directly from the original databases or calculated
from other reproductive traits; for example, offspring mass multiplied by fecundity per bout yields reproductive mass per bout
(Figure 1a). Only offspring mass was used to estimate reproduc-

Initially, we summarized the commonality of reproductive meas-

tive traits; we did not use offspring length because offspring

ures reported in databases by constructing structural matrices

length-to-m ass conversions can result in additional error in cal-

depicting the frequency and distribution of species across animal

culations of reproductive output. We had data to assess the rela-

classes and reproductive traits. Note that proportions calculated

tionship between ambiguous reproductive traits and reproductive

are relative to the total number of species of that clade extracted

mass per year for only three vertebrate classes: Aves, Mammalia

from the databases, and not the global biodiversity estimated for

and Reptilia.

these clades.

2.6 | How well does offspring length
approximate offspring mass?

2.8 | Drivers of trait relationships
A condition of positive isometry between ambiguous reproductive
measures and reproductive mass per year is that there is no co-

We used linear regression to assess whether offspring length and

variance between the underlying ambiguous traits that comprise

mass relationships were consistent across animal clades using

reproductive mass per year (Figure 1b, blue line). As such, we ex-

the “car” package in RStudio (Fox & Weisberg, 2019). To generate

plored linear-regression models between log10 -transformed fecun-

linear relationships between offspring mass and length for each

dity per bout and (1) reproductive frequency and (2) offspring mass.

animal class, we fitted a linear regression model that included

To characterize the covariance between fecundity per bout and

log10 -t ransformed offspring length, animal class (categorical fixed

other reproductive traits formally, we used Wald tests to determine

effect), and their interaction (log10 -length × class) in a model.

whether slopes and y-intercepts differed from zero for each class

The single model generated class-specific intercepts and slope

(p < .05).
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Most species identified by our systematic map were missing
temporal dimensions of reproductive output (Figure 3). Fecundity

Thirty-seven databases included a measure of fecundity (fecundity

per year was absent from cnidarian and mollusc compilations and

per bout or fecundity per year) or reproductive mass (reproductive

was reported directly for c. 43% of arthropods (81 insect spp.).

mass per bout or reproductive mass per year) for 20,225 animal spe-

Reproductive rate data were relatively more common for verte-

cies from four phyla (Appendix 1; Supporting Information Table S3).

brates but were still rare absolutely. Fecundity per year was never

Nearly all species (c. 98%) in our dataset were vertebrates (19,785

reported directly but could be extrapolated for c. 36% of vertebrate

spp.); the few others were arthropods (199 spp.), cnidarians (11 spp.)

species across Actinopterygii (one sp.), Amphibia (1,548 spp.), Aves

and molluscs (230 spp.).

(1,832 spp.), Mammalia (2,267 spp.) and Reptilia (1,448 spp.) by multiplying values of fecundity per bout and reproductive frequency

3.1 | Prevalence of reproductive measures
across clades

(Figure 3).
Reproductive mass per year, the only metric that allows for
meaningful comparisons of reproductive output across species, was
rarely reported directly [c. 8% of vertebrates (1,527 spp.)] but could

Offspring size was usually reported as mass for the most abundant

be reconstructed from values of fecundity per bout, offspring mass

classes of vertebrates (Figure 2a), but offspring mass was rarely re-

and reproductive frequency for c. 16% of vertebrate species (3,259

ported for invertebrates. The covariance between offspring mass

spp.) (Figure 3). Reproductive mass per year was never reported di-

and length for vertebrates with both measures depended on class,

rectly for any invertebrates and could not be reconstructed by com-

and the scaling of length with mass was always hyperallometric; scal-

bining other reproductive traits.

ing exponents ranged from 2.3 to 2.9 [log10 offspring length (mm) ×
vertebrate class: F2,1994 = 13.9, p < .001; Figure 2b; Supporting
Information Table S4].
Nearly half of all animals identified by our systematic map had

3.2 | Are ambiguous reproductive measures good
proxies for reproductive effort?

volumetric dimensions of reproductive output. Reproductive mass
per bout was rarely reported directly (i.e., 134 Reptilia species), but

Ambiguous reproductive measures were never perfect predictors of

could be calculated by multiplying offspring mass by fecundity per

reproductive mass per year across taxa. Two-thirds of the relation-

bout for c. 45% of vertebrate species across five clades (8,861 spp.)

ships between ambiguous reproductive measures and reproduc-

(Figure 3). For invertebrates, reproductive mass per bout was avail-

tive mass per year were positive, but they were always nonlinear

able for only c. 1% of species (Figure 3).

(i.e., b ≠ 1); the remaining trait relationships were negative (Figure 4;
Table 2). Nonlinearities between reproductive traits generally

F I G U R E 2 (a) Structural matrix of the total number of vertebrate species for which offspring size is reported as “mass & length”
simultaneously (left panel), “mass” only (middle panel) and “length” only (right panel). The colour gradient and numbers within cells represent
the number of species. (b) The relationship between offspring length and mass for vertebrate species for which both values are reported
simultaneously (shadings are ±95% confidence intervals). Equations provide exponents and intercepts for each clade-specific relationship
composed of ≥100 species (on the antilogarithmic scale). Silhouettes and colours show major vertebrate clades: Aves (orange), Mammalia
(purple) and Reptilia (green)

|
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F I G U R E 3 Structural matrix of the total number of invertebrate (orange; top panel) and vertebrate (blue; bottom panel) species for which
reproductive traits were reported (for trait descriptions, see Table 1). Reproductive traits were measured directly (“direct”) or calculated
indirectly by combining values for other reproductive traits (“indirect”) (see Figure 1a). The colour gradient and numbers within cells
represent the number of species for each trait and class combination. Note that there is no overlap of species between “direct” and “indirect”
columns

resulted in ambiguous reproductive measures underestimating the

misestimates reproductive mass per year across vertebrates

interspecific variation in reproductive mass per year by more than

(Figure 5; Supporting Information Table S7). Aves and Mammalia

two orders of magnitude (Supporting Information Table S5).

that produce many offspring per bout also reproduce more often

Reproductive mass per bout was the least misleading proxy for

and produce larger offspring than those that produce few offspring

reproductive mass per year. The scaling of reproductive mass per

per bout. The opposite occurs across Reptilia: species that produce

year with reproductive mass per bout was the closest to isometry

many offspring per bout reproduce less often and produce smaller

and was also less variable across clades: Aves and Mammalia showed

offspring in comparison to reptiles that produce fewer offspring per

the same scaling exponent for this relationship (b = 0.89), whereas

bout. Overall then, the covariance between underlying reproductive

scaling across Reptilia was slightly steeper (b = 0.95) (log10 repro-

traits that compose reproductive mass per year (i.e., fecundity per

ductive mass per bout × vertebrate class: F2,4537 = 30.0, p < .001;

bout, reproductive frequency and offspring mass) result in ambigu-

Figure 4c; Table 2; Supporting Information Table S6).

ous reproductive measures being poor estimates of reproductive
mass per year (Figure 4; Table 2).

3.3 | Temporal and volumetric drivers of
reproductive trait relationships

4

Reproductive frequency and offspring mass both covary with fe-

Our capacity to compare species, within and among databases, is

cundity per bout, such that fecundity per bout systematically

only as good as the commonality, or at least compatibility, of the

|
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reproductive mass per year is negative in mammals; species with the
highest fecundities have the lowest rates of total reproductive output. Therefore, our results highlight that any inferences regarding
the drivers of reproductive output among species that are based on
compilations of ambiguous reproductive measures are likely to be
misplaced.
Biologists have long been fascinated by interspecific variation in reproductive output (Barneche et al., 2018; Blueweiss
et al., 1978; Hatton et al., 2019; Healy et al., 2019; Savage
et al., 2004), but it appears that in most instances we have been
underestimating the true level of variation that exists when ambiguous reproductive traits are combined to calculate reproductive
mass per year. Our finding of allometric scaling between various
ambiguous reproductive measures and reproductive mass per year
means that previous attempts to compare reproduction across
species have systematically misestimated variation in reproduction. In particular, positive covariance between fecundity per bout
and both reproductive frequency and offspring mass increases
the variation in reproduction that exists and, ultimately, fails to
describe reproductive mass per year. For nearly every ambiguous
reproductive measure across vertebrates, interspecific variation
in reproductive mass per year was underestimated by other metrics, sometimes by more than three orders of magnitude. If we
are to understand variation among different life histories, we must
first quantify it accurately; simple measures, such as fecundity per
bout, fail to do this.
We believe the best way to rectify inferences about reproduction that are based on ambiguous reproductive measures is to gather
the most explicit trait (i.e., reproductive mass per year). In the meantime, however, future studies can use the nonlinear relationships we
provide to convert ambiguous measures to approximations of an explicit one. For example, based on the scaling of fecundity per bout
to reproductive mass per year for birds, we can predict that a cockatoo (Cacatua ophthalmica) with a fecundity of two eggs per bout
(Myhrvold et al., 2015) produces a reproductive mass per year of
c. 41 g (clade-specific conversion factors can be found in Supporting
Information Table S8). Nonetheless, the conversions we provide here
F I G U R E 4 The relationship between reproductive mass per
year (in grams per year) and: (a) fecundity per bout (as number of
offspring per event); (b) fecundity per year (as number of offspring
per year); and (c) reproductive mass per bout (in grams per bout).
Equations provide exponents and intercepts for each clade-specific
relationship composed of ≥100 species (on the antilogarithmic
scale). The dashed line shows the null hypothesis for perfect
isometry between reproductive traits (i.e., b = 1, a = 0). Silhouettes
and colours are the same as in Figure 2; species of Aves, Mammalia
and Reptilia are represented by circles, triangles and diamonds,
respectively

are applicable to only a few well-studied taxa, and even in these
clades there is significant scatter. In particular, the low precision of
predicting reproductive mass per year from reproductive traits without volumetric dimensions (i.e., fecundity per bout and fecundity per
year) could lead to inaccurate estimates of reproductive output for
some species. To illustrate, a turkey (Meleagris ocellata) with a fecundity of 12 eggs per bout (Myhrvold et al., 2015) is predicted to produce a reproductive mass per year of c. 87 g, but a single turkey egg
weighs c. 90 g (Tserveni-Goussi & Fortomaris, 2011); consequently,
the use of our conversion factors underestimates reproduction by
around an order of magnitude for this species. Hence, our conversion

trait data therein. We show that ambiguous reproductive meas-

factors are an improvement on using ambiguous measures, but their

ures are the most common metrics of reproduction and that they

lack of precision makes them an imperfect solution. We encourage

are poor predictors of reproductive mass per year. For example, fe-

the exploration of reproductive trait relationships across additional

cundity per bout is the most common metric reported and used for

animal classes and at lower taxonomic levels to determine how they

vertebrates, yet the relationship between fecundity per bout and

compare to the few class-specific relationships we present here.
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TA B L E 2 Intercept (a) and slope (b) coefficients [±95% confidence intervals (CI)] of linear regression models between log10 (ambiguous
reproductive trait) and log10[reproductive mass per year (in grams per year)] for each animal class with ≥100 species. Note: Wald test
statistics (W) assessed formally whether the intercept and slope coefficients were significantly different from zero and one, respectively
(p < .05). The R 2 values provide an estimate of how well each ambiguous reproductive measure explains reproductive mass per year; values
of one are perfect fits
Ambiguous reproductive
trait

Intercept (a)
Estimate (±CI)

Slope (b)
W

p-value

Estimate (±CI)

W

p-value

R2

Fecundity per bout (number of offspring per event)
Aves

1.49 (±0.07)

44.8

<.001

0.42 (±0.11)

10.3

<.001

0.03

Mammalia

2.21 (±0.08)

56.6

<.001

−0.92 (±0.18)

21.4

<.001

0.06

Reptilia

−0.47 (±0.08)

11.1

<.001

2.12 (±0.11)

20.1

<.001

0.59

20.4

<.001

0.00

Fecundity per year (number of offspring per year)
Aves

1.66 (±0.06)

51.2

<.001

0.08 (±0.09)

Mammalia

2.25 (±0.07)

60.8

<.001

−0.67 (±0.10)

31.9

<.001

0.09

Reptilia

−0.65 (±0.10)

12.7

<.001

1.84 (±0.11)

15.8

<.001

0.54

Reproductive mass per bout (g)
Aves

0.27 (±0.02)

29.0

<.001

0.89 (±0.01)

19.9

<.001

0.94

Mammalia

0.36 (±0.02)

35.1

<.001

0.89 (±0.01)

22.3

<.001

0.89

Reptilia

0.23 (±0.02)

20.4

<.001

0.95 (±0.02)

6.29

<.001

0.93

F I G U R E 5 The relationship between fecundity per bout (as number of offspring per event) and: (a) reproductive frequency (as
reproductive events per year) and (b) offspring mass (in grams) (shadings are ±95% confidence intervals). Scaling exponents of each
vertebrate class are printed on the matching silhouette. The dashed line shows the null hypothesis for no covariance between ambiguous
reproductive traits (i.e., b = 0). Silhouettes and colours are the same as in Figure 2

In comparison to other ambiguous measures, reproductive mass

future studies should prioritize the estimation of offspring mass

per bout was the most consistent predictor of reproductive mass

ahead of reproductive frequency. Fortunately, weighing offspring is

per year. For well-studied vertebrates at least, offspring mass varies

generally easier than estimating reproductive frequency; the former

more among species than does frequency of reproductive bouts. As

does not require monitoring reproduction over extended periods of

such, failure to incorporate offspring mass into calculations of repro-

time. We should note that further analyses are required to under-

ductive output leads to greater misestimation than does exclusion of

stand whether our results apply to under-represented taxonomic

reproductive frequency, highlighting the importance of studies that

clades (e.g., insects and fishes). For these groups, reproductive fre-

seek to understand offspring-size variation more generally (Charnov

quency could vary as much as offspring size (Bakewell et al., 2020;

& Ernest, 2006; Marshall et al., 2018; Neuheimer et al., 2015; Ronget

Marshall et al., 2021).

et al., 2018). Given that coupling estimates of offspring mass to fe-

Although the combination of estimates of offspring size and fe-

cundity per bout (i.e., reproductive mass per bout) provides the least

cundity per bout greatly improves our capacity to predict reproduc-

misleading proxy for reproductive mass per year, we suggest that

tive mass per year, caution is still required. Offspring size metrics
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were inconsistent across databases and clades and were often
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mass per bout, because this trait was found to be the best proxy for

estimated as length, despite mass being a more appropriate rep-

reproductive mass per year. Reproductive trait compilations repre-

resentation of total energy and reproductive investment provided

sent centuries of work, and we must continue to tie reproductive

per offspring (Barneche et al., 2018; Hatton et al., 2019; Pettersen

output to explicit temporal and volumetric dimensions to unlock

et al., 2015). Although conversion of offspring length into mass is

their full potential to make meaningful comparisons of reproduction

an option for some taxa (shown here in Figure 2, and elsewhere:

across animals.

Neuheimer et al., 2015), offspring length-to-mass conversions have
similar risks to adult length-to-mass conversions; across large do-
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